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About This Software

Flex license - What's this?

Full-featured and easy on the purse!

This new license gives you all the features of the most recent articy:draft version, incl. the commercial use right. It's flexible,
because you only pay a low monthly fee and can cancel your subscription each month. If you pay on a yearly basis, you get an

even lower rate.
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About articy:draft

articy:draft is a visual environment for the creation and organization of game and story content - such as non-linear storylines,
branching dialogues, level layouts or character and item databases. All content can be exported into various formats - including

JSON, XML and Microsoft Office. With version 3 and higher. you can also integrate your content easily into Unity with the
comprehensive articy:draft to Unity plugin.

Features

Plan non-linear stories

Write branching conversations

Control game logic with variables and conditions

Simulate your story content to find problems early on

Manage large amounts of game objects (characters, items, ...)

Sketch locations and communicate level ideas

Document your game in detail

Export to Word

Export & Import to Excel for localization

Export to JSON or XML to integrate your content

Integrate your content in Unity easily

Commercial Usage

and more…

Story, Mission & Quest Design
articy:draft makes the creation of interactive, branching content easy. It’s perfect for your narrative structure design. Each node

in your story or mission flowchart can contain an inner flowchart. For example, you can start with a top-level chapter-like
structure and break it down into further and further until reaching single lines of dialogue. This nested approach ensures clean

and organized flowcharts.

Finally, use the simulation mode to test your flow logic before you export it. By using variables, conditions and instructions you
can control the flow your game. For instance, if you want a line of dialogue only to show up when certain conditions are

fulfilled.

Unity Integration
Boost your iteration process. Our comprehensive Unity plugin gets your content ready to use to Unity with just a few clicks.

Game Object Database
articy:draft includes a powerful game object database with a flexible template system. Build everything, from characters, items,

spells to weapons and skills. Create your objects as templates and use them wherever you need them.

Use And Create Plugins
Automate tasks and customize workflows by using custom plugins. The Macro Devkit enables you to develop your own plugins
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fast and easily.

Location Planning
With its build-in location editor, a vector-based 2D drawing tool, you can easily plan your game world and single levels. This

editor is an iteration-friendly sketching tool for maps and scenarios. You can place story events, spawn points and trigger zones
on the map for planning purposes. For some game genres, the location editor can even produce the actual game output. For

example 2D layer-based backgrounds for point’n’click adventures or hidden object games.
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Title: articy:draft 3 - Flex License
Genre: Design & Illustration, Education, Utilities
Developer:
ByteRockers' Games
Publisher:
articy Software
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel i5 or comparable

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: recent nVidia or AMD graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: not required

English,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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love this game challenging and has great traps and sound effects reccommend playing with headphones. single worst shooter i
have ever played and managed to get every acheivment in 12 minutes on the only server on the only map. Not really what the
game promises : Your job is not to 'find glitches', it more about 'to find glitches that are planned to be found'. But somehow not
in a bad way. There are still "unplanned" glitches that don't matter with which you can play a bit though, but the game is indeed
about 'the common glitches you would have to deal with as a dev' as if you would make a list, and let the player experiment this
list.
To sum up : the game isnt what you expect by reading the description but it's still quite interesting or more like a reminder if
you're also addicted to find glitches in the games you usually play. A really great insight into a world still finding its voice and
place. Really great doco.. WOW What a BAD Game! While this seems to be a Parody of GTA of sorts it is still terrible. While
most of the game is a let down I was able to find one decent and funy thing, The Music was not half BAD if you like
Rap/Dance. Otherwise do not waste your time...
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Wow.
Didn't know you can die from looking at yourself.
Oh, well.. This monochromatic tale tells the story of an explorer\/scientist brother combo dealing with death and life. Roy
Guarder was out exploring forsaken lands with his wife when tragedy strikes and they are both killed. Except while his wife
moved on he was stuck in some strange colorful limbo world. The story follows Roy\u2019s attempt to come to terms with this
strange new change in his life and exploring the world with his brother to collect the color pieces and uh\u2026 er\u2026 I think
show them to some group of scientists to prove Roy isn\u2019t insane? I\u2019m not entirely sure actually why we\u2019re out
risking our necks for colors other than they\u2019re there.

This game seems to be somebody\u2019s love child with classic 1990\u2032s Nintendo. The game plays a lot like a
combination of Link\u2019s Awakening and Zelda 2 with a similar over world to go around in with various locales to explore.
Combat is like much of the old top-down Zelda games but with a large variety of melee weapons to chose from and an infinite
supply of \u2018throwing arrows\u2019 to hurl at enemies. There\u2019s a few pokes at Pokemon too with a \u201cit\u2019s
hyper effective\u201d screen popping up when you\u2019re using a weapon enemies are weak to and even a weird not entirely
sure if intentionally buggy boss fight against MissingNo.

It is certainly interesting the way the game incorporates things we generally forgive into the game\u2019s story. For example
your inventory is carried around on the back of a companion and you \u2018jump\u2019 into his backpack to access things.
Also, death is but a minor inconvenience for Roy who caught in some strange after-life loop. He can\u2019t seem to die but
instead travels back and forth freely between living and dead. So when you die you\u2019re just sent back to the strange
colorful after-life world. Once there you just gather yourself up and go back into the fight. Also the game is monochromatic but
it seems that the characters of the world are used to it being varying shades of mustard and olive. The introduction of colors
pretty much freaks everyone out and Roy\u2019s ranting about them has had him labeled as a loony.

In fact dieing is kinda an important thing to do and at various points during the game you must go to the strange after-life world
to achieve certain things. The after-life being some strange floating platform in the sky also has a telescope which lets you look
down on the planet and spot where the color shards are. It\u2019s sadly about the only sense of direction you get as you wander
around the world trying to find said shards.

And now this is where I have to start complaining about the game. The story is pretty decent, although at times it can dump
some pretty wordy sequences upon you. But combat starts getting pretty dull and repetitive after a while. Most enemies provide
little in terms of challenge and just become repetitive time sinks. The occasional boss fight is usually well done but are so few
and far between that they don\u2019t make up for having to slog through hoards of pretty uninspired enemies. Despite them
having different sprites and varying amounts of health and damage there\u2019s really only two enemies in the game. Those
that wander around shooting projectiles and those that charge at you. Which get pretty boring after a while.

And then sadly, there are the bugs. There\u2019s a few pretty bad ones in the game. Mark, your inventory guy, I think is not
supposed to follow you into the afterlife each time you die. If you try to access your inventory while in the afterlife it screws
something up as when you come back to the real world you appear off the map. The only way out is to quit the game and
relaunch it. There\u2019s also a few points where you will get stuck and nothing can break you out of it. The music track in the
museum is horrendously screwed up and is just a loud high pitch screech that made me want to throw my headphones against
the wall. I also have issue with the game not remembering my preference for a game-pad, having to select it in the menus each
time. And really, who makes the escape button close the game instantly with no confirmation menu?

The music of the game though is pretty darn good and the graphics for what they are aren\u2019t bad. I even dig the theme that
buildings int he world are actually giant living creatures. Heck if this game was released 20 years ago the graphics would be
amazing but today they are just mediocre sprites.

It is clear this is a someone\u2019s self indulgent love fest to games from the early 90\u2032s. While there is some fun to be
had and a decent (if not a little cliche) story to be told here the game started to drag for me. I really wanted to finish the game
before I wrote a review but in the end the repetitive combat and bugs in the game really started to turn me off. Having killed
many a AA battery on my old grey Gameboy brick I\u2019m as nostalgic as anyone for such things but I would only
recommend Two Brothers if it were on sale. Also give it a pass if you can\u2019t stand Gameboy quality graphics.

Final Score:
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Graphics: 5\/10
Game Play: 6\/10
Music \/ Ambiance: 8\/10
Story: 8\/10
Value: 5\/10
Overall: 6.4\/10

Read more reviews of Indy games on my blog!
http:\/\/www.markofithian.com\/. I got this game for £0.08 after completing a card set for a much better game. If I were a petty
man, if £0.08 were worth my time, I'd refund it.. I like Wakfu better but this one is fine too. It's like Meat Boy except the devs
were probably smoking some heavy doobies when writing it.. I think I'm going crazy

10/10
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